
I. Carol ljepper 	 5/31/98 
20'39 Telford 
Lemay, MO 63175 

Dear Carol, 

Do I remember correctly that you said you had a nice note from Mrs.kine 

I wrote Dexter some time ago and got no reply. Not even the politeness of 

acknoikledging reciipt. 

There are separatz-  questions involved and it can be that some can be answered 

and some cannot be. Vat dliver "itone comes up with wilal answer nothing. It will 

be sensational and it may well contain much that is true but he'll not take the 

time or do the work to really know the material and some of what Pepper said 

has him being sued, I'm told. 

I can understand the King interest in solving the case but what they can't 

understand is that without any real official investigation of the case to begin 

with there is little prospect of a real solution. 

Separate from that is whether the government to;ci the truth. l4is is the 

question, was Jimmy guilty? That is, as you know, where I  did my work. I think 

that the result of what 1  did proves that Jummy was not guilty and that the 

government knew it. 

What -L  Piave in mind is that if you have heard from "TS. King you might 

write and suggest that she might have someone whose judgement she trusts look at 

what 1  have. I ask nothing in return and with no probavility of publication o f 

the book manuscript I've about finished, there will be no involvement in that. 

A friend who is a former history professor who has just retired volunteered 

to retype this manuscript. She can get his opinion fit' the part he has done, which 

is less than half of it, if she'd like. By the time you can get this he'll 

have all but the conclusions, which I'm w&ing on now, and the foreword and 

introduttion, which I'll get to. It may not be .easy for 	ling to under- 

atand 4t opposing the government on assassinations is the way not to be pub-

li4ed. So, as I think I told you, this will be but a record for our hisl-ory. 

At Least for now if not permanently. 

The retired profe5sor is Dr. 1.)avlid Wrone00 1518 Blackberry Lane, Stevens 

Nint, WI 54481. His phone is 715/344-8148. 

If you do this I doubt she'll be interested but 1'n 	now and I can't figure 

on beina around much nnger so while I can I'd likeyto make the offer. lqeanwhile, 

I hope you and Albert can come and can copy whatever you'd likemto have. Thanks 

for lling. And I'm lad your boys are successful! 1m and Albert deserve 

much credit for that. 	 Best to yo all, Harold Weisberg 


